SDMC Says We Should Withdraw Our CNA Proposals And Accept All Of Their Take Away Proposals!

Today is our 17th bargaining session, and instead of bargaining in good-faith, SDMC is sending emails to Nurses about our strike votes. The Medical Center has continued their refusal to provide information to back up their claim of financial doom and gloom.

Today CNA again offered a compromise on their Health Insurance and Professional Development of Nurses; SDMC quickly rejected it and requested that CNA withdraw our proposals currently on the bargaining table and accept all of their take away proposals.

Sutter Health’s refusal to drop their take-away contract proposals has left us no choice but to schedule strike authorization votes at all of the Sutter facilities remaining in bargaining.

We believe that this action is needed because of Sutter’s unrelenting campaign to cut our RN contracts. Sutter needs to see that the RNs are serious about defending their contracts and fighting take-aways.

Recent vote results are as follows:

Sutter Solano RNs voted and approved by 93.6%.
Mills-Peninsula voted and approved by 96%.
Eden/San Leandro voted and approved by 91%.
Sutter Lakeside voted and approved by 78%.
ABSMC voted and approved by 95%.
CHEU voted and approved by 92%.

Since they all have voted and have authorized their bargaining teams to call for more than one strike, if necessary, we should be consistent and do the same here at Delta!

RN Strike Vote Schedule
Tuesday, April 3rd
6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Sutter Delta Campus
Conference Room 1